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Abstract:
Ultimately, both military and commercial underwater acoustics will be dominated by very advanced digital signal processing
technology. When it finally arrives on the commercial side, some new positioning algorithms described herein will be waiting.

Introduction - Back to the Basics
If you want to position - i.e., navigate - an underwater object you basically have three choices today:
1. Long baseline navigation where you deploy an array of acoustic transponders on the bottom that reply to transmissions from your
object allowing you to obtain direct range measurements. The array is usually geodetically calibrated, i.e., its geographical x, y, and z
coordinates are known resulting in "absolute" fixes.
2. Short baseline navigation where you deploy an array of transducer/hydrophones on/from your vessel and track your object with direct
range measurements in relative coordinates while converting to an absolute coordinate system with the aid of typical surface navigation
systems and gyro compass, etc.
3. Super- or ultra-short baseline where you deploy a single array head that measures direct range and bearing to your object resulting in a
relative fix convertible to absolute coordinates as in the short baseline case.
All three methods are "point systems," meaning they fix the positions of points in space as opposed to sonar systems that attempt to locate whole
bodies by echo-ranging. And it's important to point out that most implementations of these methods use "direct ranging," that is, they measure the
two-way travel time from transmission of an interrogating pulse to the receipt of an acknowledgment from the tracked object. They all rely on
knowing the speed of sound in water and some make use of knowing how that velocity varies with depth to account for the bending of sound waves,
thereby gaining better accuracy.
The purpose of this paper is to propose several different alternatives based on what is measurable. We can measure:
1. The speed of sound as a function of depth,
2. Direct ranges via two-way travel time,
3. The arrival times (only) of a pulse from a distant transmitter,
4. The frequency of a signal from a distant transmitter,
5. The angles of a wave front from a distant transmitter, or,
6. All six degrees of freedom in a surface vessel.
That's really all we can measure in our attempt to locate our object alone down there in the abyss. It is interesting to note that not all of the above
measurements are used in the majority of marine acoustic positioning systems. Methods (3) and (4) are notoriously absent. The reason seems to
stem from the historic difficulty (and expense) of building receiver electronics based either on super-accurate signal detection as in (3), or, on
precise frequency measurement as in (4). The methods proposed here assume this condition "will not stand," to borrow a well-known political
phrase.
So, in an effort to possibly make use of them, permit me to throw down the gauntlet. New methods (to the best of the author's knowledge) are
summarized below and explained in greater detail in the text that follows. Names have been coined to make referencing each technique easier:
"ELSINGS" - Elliptical Least Squares Iterative Navigation System: inherently solves the positioning problem for moving, short baseline
platforms with three or more transducers. The method is similar to traditional spherical, least squares techniques except that the
individual transducer positions at transmit and receive become the foci of ellipsoids rather than spheres. When combined with appropriate
pitch, roll, gyro and vessel translation sensors, the accuracy of moving, active, short baseline systems is substantially improved. The
algorithm is just as fast as the traditional method.
"HYPERINGS - HYPErbolic Range-difference Iterative Navigation System: a technique that allows the measurement of the arrival
times of acoustic signals to be the sole basis of positioning. System interrogations (or transmissions) are performed independently of the
positioning electronics. No start synchronization is required. This very fast and unambiguous method provides the opportunity to utilize a
truly passive, remotely-wired, long or short baseline array. Five or more hydrophones are required and the technique would greatly benefit
from digital signal processing of incoming signals. Precise ray-path bending corrections are necessary for the short baseline case with
long slant ranges in a major sound velocity profile.
"DOUBLE HYPERINGS" - a unique combination of active/passive, long baseline mathematics using the fundamental discoveries of
"HYPERINGS" above. The method allows a passive listener to long baseline signals triggered by an active object to solve for both his
own and the active object's position simultaneously. The potential uses are many but are chiefly centered on multi-vehicle navigation on
an eight (or more) transponder array. Again, DSP receiver electronics would be a key factor in providing outstanding accuracy of this
technique. Double HYPERINGS is quite fast considering the complexity of the mathematics involved.
"RINGS" - Range-rate Iterative NaviGation System: a system that uses only Doppler measurements from a long baseline array in order
to compute position. Like "HYPERINGS" and "Double HYPERINGS," this method is truly passive with a number of potential uses.
RINGS computes 3-D position and velocity components based solely on the measurement of Doppler shift from an eight or more
hydrophone array.
"3D WAD" - Three-dimensional Wave Angle Detector based on very fast mathematics and ready for DSP techniques. The method
requires only three hydrophone detectors to determine the direction cosines of an incoming acoustic wavefront. 3-D WAD is usable in
both active and passive systems as a primary tool or as a secondary computation. Suitable for low medium or high frequency applications,
use of low frequency with a large array would allow long range applications for hull- mounted systems and surpass ultra-short baseline
systems.

Range Measurement Positioning: A Review
The traditional, spherical, least-squares method for positioning an acoustic object uses three or more corrected range legs and a system of equations
that solves for the changes in position such that the error function is minimized:

E=

Σ

Fi [Ri - Di]²

where
i = 1 to N = the number of transponders
Fi, are the valid flags for each transponder (1=good, 0=absent)
Ri are the resulting, iterated slant ranges to each transponder
Di are the acoustically measured range legs to each transponder
In order to carry out this solution the error function is differentiated with respect to the variables u, v, and w, example:

δE/δu =

Σ

Fi (Ri - Di) (u - xi) / Ri =

Σ

Fi ∆Ri cos(αι)

where x,, y, and z, are coordinates of the transponders and u, v, w is the presumed position or "seed" (similarly for δE/δy and δE/δz), and the results
summed to form a system of equations based on the gradient of the error function:

G [δE/δu, δE/δu, δE/δu] = [ A ] [∆u ∆v ∆w ] = [δE/δu, δE/δu, δE/δu]
where ∆u, ∆v, ∆w is the solution vector and represents the change in x, y, z of the solution. The process is repeated until a specified precision is
reached, i.e., ∆E is less than some value. The solution is easily and economically executed via Cramer's rule which works well for 3 x 3 matrices on
the computer. Care must be taken to take the opposite of the gradient vector for the solution to converge.

One convenient way of picturing how this method works is to imagine a quasi-bowl-shaped 4-D surface produced by the error function with an
absolute minimum at some x and y which nearly - but not quite - matches the true position (since all measurements have error). If you start some
distance away from the truth you will find yourself up on the mountain where the error between your measurements and your presumed position is
large. You then travel downhill (opposite the gradient vector) to finally reach a point where your error is satisfactorily small. The error at that point
is generally computed as the standard deviation - or root mean square - of the difference between the range legs of your final, computed position and
your measured range legs. Assuming that your transponder positions are indeed accurate, the smaller the error, the higher your confidence in the fix.
This traditional approach assumes, of course, that you and your array remain fixed during range measurements and that actual range measurements
are made and not something else, like range differences or Doppler shifts, etc. If not, you will have significant errors or need another method. The
traditional method is therefore static and, although powerful, is of limited usefulness.
There are situations that call for a different approach. The first will be a situation where your detectors moved during range measurements and the
next will be where true range measurements - as represented by measuring two-way travel times - are not available. In this case, you're stuck with
measuring only the arrival times of some coherent signal. Another would be measuring only Doppler shift. Let's look first at the case where your
array moves.

The Case of the Moving Array "ELSINGS"
ELSINGS is a technique that changes the above method from spherical to ellipsoidal. The reason for this is that the array points moved during your
measurement process and you presume to know exactly HOW they moved. Instead of the transponder (or transducer or hydrophone) positions being
the centers of range spheres, they're now the foci of symmetrical range ellipsoids.
The only case where this scheme might be plausible is on a mobile array of transducers known as a short baseline array, typically associated with a
marine vessel. The vessel is transmitting to any number of transponders (that are probably also moving) that respond to the interrogation with their
own reply signals. Ranges are normally based on subtracting the transmit leg from their corrected two-way travel times. Since the static relative
positions of the short baseline array are known, all one has to do in ELSINGS is measure the position (and/or attitude) of the transmitter at transmit
time and the positions of all the transducers (or hydrophones) at receive time. Then, instead of subtracting the transmit leg from the roundtrip travel
time to obtain the slant range, you use the entire corrected roundtrip time in the computation.
Since the short baseline navigator has already "calibrated" his array for the neutral trim of his vessel (thereby determining the x, y, z of each
transducer or hydrophone), he needs only to determine the array's transmit and receive positions by measuring changes in the six degrees of
freedom: pitch, roll, yaw and the three translations. This information is then used to transform the static array coordinates into the two foci used in
the iterative mathematics. In practicality, pitch, roll, yaw and longitudinal translation are measured. Sway is almost never measured and heave is
determined only rarely in advanced applications.
The error function in this case has the form

E=

Σ

Fi [(Ri1+ Ri2) - Di]²

where

Ri1= [(u - xi1)² + (v - yi1)² + (w - zi1)] 1/2
Ri2= [(u - xi2)² + (v - yi2)² + (w - zi2)] 1/2
and the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to each focus and the Di are the corrected roundtrip ranges instead of one-way slant ranges.
The function is differentiated in much the same way and the final solution is arrived at like before.
The resulting solution therefore includes the movement of the array platform and relies on its sensors to accurately measure that movement. Net
result: short baseline platforms need not sacrifice accuracy due to vessel motion. One other note: the nature of ELSINGS includes the possibility of
a "virtual array" obtained by rapid motion. In this case, the short baseline solution is potentially better if the vessel does, in fact, move.
Unfortunately, this benefit can hardly be realized as the turbulence caused by such motion drastically reduces the signal-to-noise ratio of the signals
involved.

At this point, we have a method for computing a fix based on measured, three-dimensional range legs whether or not the measuring array is in
motion. These two techniques rely on a good deal of coordination within the measurement system, namely, a precisely timed interrogation pulse that
triggers a reply pulse from a distant object. Precise measurements of time and a good knowledge of the speed of sound in the medium (especially for
refracting mediums) is all that is required. The precision of detecting and timing the reply is a separate subject that is independent of the positioning
mathematics and won't be covered here.
But what if no array-based interrogation is available? What if the distant object is transmitting some regular, coherent signal that our array can
detect? Assuming that we can precisely measure the arrival of a unique signal at each detector in the array, what method will allow us to solve for
the x, y and z of the distant transmitter?

The Case of The Passive Array: "HYPERINGS"
HYPERINGS is a method that requires no transmit/receive coordination in the navigation system. Only the arrival times from a single source and
the knowledge of the speed of sound are necessary. As in the previous methods, you must also know the geometry of your receiving array. The
precise measurement of the arrival times of an acoustic signal would seem to limit us to computing the range differences of the various possible
range legs. At first glance, this might seem distressing. However, here is a technique that uses only this information to compute the x, y, and z of the
transmitting object. Here's how it works:

For any object's assumed position based on its coordinates u.v.w, there is a matrix of the differences in the range legs to the receiving array whose
coordinates are defined by xi, yi, zi, and xj, yj, zj:

rdiff ij =[ (u - xi)² + (v - yi)² + (w - zi)² ]1/2 - [ (u - xj)² + (v - yj)² + (w - zj)² ] 1/2
As you can imagine, the diagonal of this matrix is all zeroes and the lower triangular half is the opposite of the upper. This matrix presumes straight
lines connecting the object with the array points. Now, your navigation system just received the arrival times at each array point and you could
compute a similar matrix to rdiff but based on actual measurements. Calling this matrix DelRij we can construct an all-important error function to
get us started:

E=

ΣΣ

[ rdiff ij - DelR ij ]²

This function assumes, for the time being, that all detectors received a signal and the double summation simply reflects the relevance of only the
upper triangular part of each matrix.
What we're using here is the squared difference of the theoretical range leg differences and the measured range leg differences. In effect, we're
looking at a "difference of differences," an important insight.
As usual, we want a system of equations that solves for the three unknowns so we use a similar technique:

δE/δu =

ΣΣ

( rdiff ij - DeIR ij ) [ ( (u – xi) / Ri ) - ( (u – xj) /Rj ) ]

and so forth for the other two partial derivatives. The remaining methodology is much the same and the result is, that, from some reasonable starting
seed assumption combined with our measurements of arrival times and computation of measured range differences, we are able to determine the x,
y, z of some remote transmitting object. And of course, the object's transmitting behavior needs to correspond with the capabilities of our receiver.
The beauty of this method is that it leaves open the entire question of how a signal is recognized and validated for range difference computation. All
you need to do is hand HYPERINGS an accurate set of arrival times from an array and it will tell you where that signal came from.
The method is not without some difficulty. For instance, the "difference of differences" approach makes it much more sensitive to measurement
errors. Qualitatively, this effect decreases dramatically with increasing array size making HYPERINGS easily suited to remotely-wired, long
baseline applications. For short baseline arrays, very precise detection is required coupled with very precise corrections for refraction effects, the
infamous "ray-path-bending" problem (particularly true if a full 3-D fix is desired).
In either case, long-range passive ranging using HYPERINGS greatly benefits from the use of ray-path bending corrections when a significant
sound velocity gradient exists in the water column. Since HYPERINGS uses range differences instead of direct ranges, this correction is even more
critical than for normal range-range methods. The problem is that applying the correction is exactly the reverse of typical range-range techniques
employing approximations to Snell's Law.
For example, shown below is a situation that assumes (for simplicity) some positive, constant variation of the speed of sound, C, with depth, Z. The
effect of not correcting the range differences for refraction effects would be to displace the solution toward the hydrophones and downward. The
threshold values for slant range (and/or or depth) and sound velocity profile that would mandate the use of corrections within HYPERINGS itself is
under investigation. Current estimates are a typical mid-northern Pacific thermocline at somewhere between 1,000 and 3,000 meters slant range
with the source below the thermocline.

The insight into "the difference of differences" can lead to a further discovery as the next method will illustrate.

The Case of The Eavesdropper: "Double HYPERINGS"
Suppose you're a manned submersible conducting operations in or around a long baseline array of transponders. You have the option of
interrogating the array and fixing your position in the usual manner. But suppose also that there are other transmitters operating there too. Perhaps a
surface vessel is present, perhaps a number of waypoint pingers are present, etc. Is it possible to determine both your own and the other guy's
position by listening only to the array's response to his interrogation?
The answer is YES. The way we do it is to measure the arrival times of the array's response using a concept similar to HYPERINGS but more
complicated yet. Instead of three unknowns, we now have six: the x, y, and z of both active and passive positions. He's active; we're passive
listeners. Now, in this case, keep in mind that this is "long baseline" navigation, meaning, the array responds with individual reply frequencies to a
common interrogate frequency. We measure the response with one detector, not a whole array of hydrophones as in the short baseline case. The
relationship between the active and passive parties is shown below.

It doesn't matter who is who; the point is that the passive listener will determine both his own and the active object's position at once after receipt of
the array's response. First, we need an error function for this situation but in order to get it, we need to precisely define what it is we've measured by
setting up one equation for what should be the case that is compared against what was measured. Letting the two unknown positions be designated
by u, v, w and p, q, r, we have

rdiff ij = [ (u - xi)² + (v - yi)² + (w - zi)² ] 1/2 + [ (p - xi)² + (q - yi)² + (r - zi)² ] 1/2 [ (u - xj)² + (v - yj)² + (w - zj)² ] 1/2 - [ (p - xj)² + (q - yj)² + (r - zj)² ] 1/2
One can regard this definition of "rdiff" to be the difference between composite range legs shaped like "V's". Similar to plain HYPERINGS, we also
construct a corresponding matrix of measured differences, DelR.
The error function is therefore the same as for HYPERINGS except that it contains six unknowns. It is differentiated in the same manner except we
now have six partials. Rather than using Cramer's rule, we pass the matrix equation to a fast system solver and out pops a new u, v, w, and p, q, r.
We do this iteratively until changes in the error function reach a suitable minimum.
In summary, Double HYPERINGS is a method by which a passive listener to traditional long baseline signals may determine both his own position
AND the position of the transmitter SIMULTANEOUSLY. A good example would be a surface vessel interrogating a bottom array of transponders
in order to fix its geodetic position while a manned (or unmanned) submersible passively fixes its own position and that of the surface vessel. The
submersible need only record the ARRIVAL TIMES of the bottom array's response to the surface ship and apply the mathematics of Double
HYPERINGS. No triggering or "start clock" synchronization is required, similar to ordinary HYPERINGS.
Such a technique offers the potential of many advanced features for marine acoustic navigation. For example, traditional relay-mode long baseline
navigation in deep water requires that the relay be interrogated (or alternatively, triggered) by the acoustic module of the surface vessel. The degree
of fix uncertainty that results is well documented by the industry. Double HYPERINGS, on the other hand (and variations), allows the submerged
object's position to be much more accurately known to both sides, depending on whose turn it is to transmit.
Several other potential applications for Double HYPERINGS exist. A good example would be a permanent acoustic navigation installation
surrounding an under- water habitat. Another is the joint operation of number of any combination of submerged or surface vessels or objects.
Another is the use of Double HYPERINGS in providing a built-in solution for motion for specialized, high-speed, long baseline applications. And
there are potentially more.
Double HYPERINGS requires the use of eight or more transponders which represents a big step up from ordinary HYPERINGS' five minimum and
the traditional spherical method's three. But it provides a degree of sophistication hitherto impossible to achieve.
Time will tell how Double HYPERINGS gets used. If this isn't enough, there's yet another method that can be used. What if all you're able to
measure is the frequency from some pulsating or continuous source? What if neither true ranges nor arrival times are available to you but frequency
measurements of a known signal are? That leads us to our next case.

The Case of Playing the Sharps and Flats "RINGS"
Assuming for a moment that your array (long or short) can only measure the frequency of some distant transmitter with no direct ranges and no
knowledge of arrival times - and presuming you know on what frequency your distant object operates - is there a method that will allow you to
determine its position in space? Again, yes.
To set the stage for this method, let's review our assumptions more carefully. First, you have an array of n-hydrophones (where n isn't known yet) of
accurately known geometry. Secondly, these hydrophones are all connected to a receiver/detector capable of very accurately measuring each signal's
frequency while separating it from ambient noise and possibly other signals. Thirdly, the distant object is periodically either (a) transmitting a pulse
of known frequency, or, (b) transmitting continuously on some known frequency. Finally, your object is moving at some velocity, V.
Each hydrophone's detected frequency is then converted into a range-rate and the following mathematical model allows us to solve for the object's
six unknowns: u, v, w, du/dt, dv/dt and dw/dt. As it turns out, at least eight hydrophone detectors are required to achieve an unambiguous solution.

For the details of this case,

Ri² = (u - xi)² + (v - yi)² + (w - zi)²
V² = u'² + v'² + w'²
Ai² = (u + u' - xi)² + (v + v' - yi)² + (w + w' - zi)²
R'i = - V cos αι
but

cos αι = (V² + Ri² - Ai²) / 2VRi
therefore,

Ri' = [ (Ai² - V²) / 2Ri ] - Ri / 2
Then the error function in this case is easily constructed by

E=

Σ

Fi ( Ri' - Rmeas i' )²

where Rmeas i, are based on Doppler measurements.
In the case of the continuous signal, a further iterative correction must be employed to obtain the correct phase relationship between the object's
position and the array points.
Overall, RINGS is fairly sensitive to errors in Doppler measurement and distant starting seed values. At this point, it is best suited to long baseline
array applications with a very accurate detector and relatively high speed objects (like torpedoes as opposed to manned-subs). Like all of the other
algorithms presented so far, it has potential applications in aero-acoustic, radio navigation and radar systems as well.

The Range-Bearing Approach "3-D WAD" (3-D Wave Angle Detector)
An acoustic signal far from its source can be regarded as a planar wavefront traveling locally in a straight line. Three detectors forming a plane with
their own local coordinate system will experience the passage of the wavefront as shown in the diagram below. One of the three detectors will no
doubt experience the front first unless the wavefront is either parallel to the plane of the detectors or parallel with any two out of the three, both of
which are highly unlikely.
The fundamental question is this: can three detectors determine the three direction cosines of the plane of the wavefront and thus the threedimensional bearing to its source? The answer is yes. For purposes of illustration, the wavefront shown is a triangle with vertices that come to rest at
the points indicated when detector #1 encounters the wave. The detector system is also represented by a triangle, 1-2-3. The cones formed with
vertices at 2 and 3 represent the possible orientations of the "range differences" experienced by detectors 2 and 3. These range differences are
formulated by measuring the arrival times at 1-2-3 and computing their differences and multiplying by the speed of sound.

If we could determine the x, y, z of points 2* - 3* we could immediately formulate the equation of the wavefront plane and find the direction
cosines of its surface normal. Then, by coupling the detector coordinate system with the ship, we obtain the typical horizontal azimuth and vertical
deflection that marine navigators use to describe angular position. If the distant signal was transmitted as a response to our local acoustic
interrogation, measuring the two-way travel time will provide us with the range as well, thus completing the method.
To solve this problem, it's useful to make some additional observations about the geometry involved. First, at points 2* and 3*, the surface normals
of the wavefront point directly to points 2 and 3 respectively. The remaining vectors represented on the sides of each cone represent differential
ranges of the same magnitude but different direction. Secondly, the wavefront plane doesn't necessarily rest on single legs of each cone's conjugate
cone. The problem isn't quite that clean, unfortunately.

The problem is to find points 2* and 3*. To do that we solve for the angles α of 3* and β of 2*. But first, however,

cos (b) = M2 / C where M2 is the differential range between 2* and 2 and C is the length between detectors 1 and 2
r2 = M2 sin (b) which is the radius of the base of the cone at 2'
With the angle b and radius r2 known, the coordinates of 2' (and similarly 3') can be computed. That's important since if we're to solve for two
angles α and β, we must have the corresponding, unrotated points of 2* and 3* in the detector plane. So, knowing 2' allows us to solve for X2, Y2
and Z2 (and similarly X3, Y3 and Z3). These points when rotated through their respective angles (still to be solved for) arrive at points 2* and 3*
which are the points in space that share the same wavefront surface normals pointing to their respective detectors.
To arrive at angles α of 3* and β of 2* we need to recognize that we will perform rotations of X3, Y3 and Z3 and X2, Y2 and Z2 about the axes 1 - 3
and 1 - 2 respectively. We define the direction cosines of each axis as{n1, n2, and n3} representing axis 1 - 3 and {m1, m2 and m3} representing axis
1 - 2 and apply the rules for rotation about an arbirary axis in any coordinate system:
For 2*:
X2* = [ m1² + (1 - m1²) cosβ ] X2 + [ m1 m2 (1 - cosβ) - m3 sinβ] Y2 + [ m1 m3 (1 - cosβ) + m2 sinβ] Z2
Y2* = [ m1 m2 (1 - cosβ) + m3 sinβ ] X2 + [ m2² + (l - m2²) cosβ] Y2 + [ m2 m3 (1 - cosβ) - m1 sinβ] Z2
Z2* = [ m1 m3 (1-cosβ) - m2 sinβ ] X2 + [ m2 m3(1-cosβ) + m1 sinβ ] Y2 + [ m3² + (1 - m3² sinβ ] Z2
For 3*:
X3* = [ n1² + (1 - n1²) cosα ] X3 + [ n1 n2 (1-cosα) - n3 sinα ] Y3 + [ n1 n3 (1 - cosα) + n2 sinα ] Z3
Y3* = [ n1 n2 (1 - cosα) + n3 sinα ] X3 + [ n2² + (1 - n2²) cosα] Y3 + [ n2 n3 (1 - cosα) - n1 sinα] Z3
Z3* = [ n1 n3(1 - cosα) - n2 sinα ] X3 + [ n2 n3 (1 - cosα) + n1 sinα ] Y3 + [ n3² + (l - n3²) cosα ] Z3
The above situation is simplified considerably since Z2 = Z3 = 0 and m3 = n3 = 0 thereby eliminating many terms. That wavefront surface normals at
2* and 3* are identical means that their direction cosines are identical.
cos α1 = [ X3* - X3 ] / M3 cos α2 = [ Y3* - Y3 ] / M3 cos α3 = [ Z3* - Z3 ] / M3
cos β1 = [ X2* - X2 ] / M2 cos β2 = [ Y2* - Y2 ] / M2 cos β3 = [ Z2* - Z2 ] / M2

where in this case X2, Y2, Z2, X3, Y3, and Z3 refer to the coordinates of the detectors. By equating like components of these direction cosines and
performing a lot of algebra, a system of equations in α and β can be formed:
A cos α + B cos β = K
C cos α + D cos β = L
E sins α + F sin β = M
noting that the system is redundant and a solution can be obtained from the first two equations alone for α and β. By back substitution in 2* and 3*
above, the coordinates are obtained. With all three points known for the plane ax + by + cz + d = 0, the direction cosines are obtained by substitution
above in either set of definitions. We make note of the fact that there is a dual set of these vectors pointing in opposite directions. We select the set
that matches the side of the detector plane (in Z) where we know the object resides.
Of course, we need to choose a point to finally reference the local, detectors' frame of reference to the vessel's frame. In the case of a small detection
triangle within close proximity of the interrogation transducer (perhaps one of the detectors) a suitable point could be the centroid of the array or the
transducer itself.
In summary, by measuring the arrival times at three points in space of a distant acoustic signal, we are able to determine the direction of the source.
It would seem that the larger the detection triangle (equilateral is best), the better the result. The limit, of course, is the assumption that the
wavefront is planar and not spheroidal or ellipsoidal. For if it is either of these, as in wavefronts emitted at close range, a different mathematics is
required.
The accuracy of detection of the arrival times will obviously determine the overall usefulness of this method. It is proposed that the method will be
very accurate if digital signal processing techniques are employed verses older analog methods. DSP techniques will improve both the range
estimate and the bearing angles. Unlike ultra-short baseline systems with detectors typically placed about one wavelength apart, 3D-WAD systems
can employ much larger arrays with as many detectors as needed to be suitable for sustaining accuracy as a function of range. Small arrays are
suitable for short range; large arrays (width of vessel, etc.) are suitable for long ranges.
3D-WAD can also be employed as a backup or second computation for passive or active short baseline systems - whether or not they use algorithms
like HYPERINGS. Of course for passive systems, no range information is generated.
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